CREATING HULL LINES FROM EXISTING IMAGE FILES - PART 2

INTRODUCTION
The aim of this brief tutorial is to show how to generate a set of hull lines from an
image ( .bmp .jpeg .pdf etc) to a more accurate AutoCAD drawing. As mentioned
in Part 1 though, we must decide what the drawing is to be used for. Remember that
nearly all hull lines are to the OUTSIDE of the hull, so if we want to build a model, we
can use AutoCAD to offset these lines by an amount equal to the model hull
thickness. This I will show you how to do fairly easily. As mentioned earlier, if we want
to produce a full drawing, then there are other steps to be taken.
1 Insert Image into AutoCAD and draw Reference Lines
Following the steps outlined in Part 1, insert the image into AutoCAD. Then rotate and
change scale to full size i.e. scale 1:1. The example below shows what we should
have – remember, as clear as possible to aid drawing new lines.

I have moved the bow view (second down on the left hand side) to line up with the
stern view, this makes it easier to follow. However, you can draw exactly as shown on
the image if you wish. Notice we have drawn the Base Line and Station lines (shown
in red above). We have also drawn the reference line down the left hand side
(shown in magenta) and copied the reference line to where we will place the new
drawing.
2 Draw Hull Lines
The first step is to copy the elevation of the boat and transfer it to the new drawing
underneath. Start by transferring all the straight lines only – this will give us a reference

for our splined lines. These straight lines are shown below coloured cyan. Next, we will
copy and transfer down the curved lines, but before we do that I will explain spline
lines.

There are 2 types of splines used in AutoCAD. The first is a B Spline, where “a curve
passes near a given set of control points “and the second a Bezier Curve, where “a
curve passes through a given set of control points”. We will use the first type (the
default), but there are a few simple rules to follow. When the curve is long and
gentle, use the fewest number of points to achieve the curve, and always put points
on where the curve changes its direction. Where the curve is convoluted, put points
wherever there is a small change. This is illustrated below:

We can modify the curve by selecting then dragging the control points (known as
‘grips’ and shown in blue above) - remember to hit the F8 key to turn ortho off, or we
can’t move the control points small distances in any given direction. I suggest you
practise generating spline curves a lot as they are often used on ships line drawings. It
is interesting to note that in the olden days special wooden curves were used but the
accuracy was nowhere near what we can achieve today with computers. In
addition, hulls were never as accurate as the drawings – wooden ships were
‘handed’ as there were considerable differences between the hull profiles on the
port and starboard sides. Anyway, we should end up with a drawing as below:

Next, we will do exactly the same with the frame lines, starting with the lines on the
bow view. (We will only draw lines for one side, not both as shown on the original
image).

Next we will check the fairness of the lines using the AutoCAD View, Orbit, Free Orbit
command. This lets us ‘spin’ the view to get a better idea of the fairness by aligning
the view with the line. Once again, practise with this, it is a useful tool. On the
example below, we can see immediately that the lower line is not true. We can grab
the ‘grips’ and modify this curve in this view as well.

When we have ‘faired up all the lines, we revert back to the original view by
selecting View, 3D Views, Plan View, Current UCS. (Shown below!)

Finally, mirror all the lines on both end views. We now have an accurate profile of the
outside of the hull, and next we will add the deck camber line.

Go back to the starboard elevation, draw 2 lines from the deck top and the deck
bottom – the distance between will be the camber on the centreline.

It is now an easy task to transfer this to the end view. Then copy across the bow lines
to the stern view and we have a set of lines. As we are going to use these lines for a
model, there remains just 2 steps to do – firstly to rescale the drawing to our model
scale, and then to offset the hull and deck thickness for our frames. At this stage the
drawing should look like this:

The drawing is now rescaled to 1/32 (reduce to 1÷32 which is 0.03125) or whatever
scale we want our model to be). Finally, we offset by the thickness of our hull on the

sides (2.0mm), and the thickness of our deck at the top (1/16”, 1.59mm). I have done
2 frames to show this:

If we wish, we can go 1 step further and mark the cut-out’s on the centreline (keel)
section and the corresponding cut-out’s on the frames.
In Part 3 I will guide you through generating drawing of ships details, and making and saving
of blocks.
As a matter of interest, the boat is a 9.2m launch from KM Bismarck.

